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Mutation-based fuzzing is currently one of the most effective techniques to discover software vulnerabilities. It relies on mutation
strategies to generate interesting seeds. As a state-of-the-art mutation-based fuzzer, AFL follows a mutation strategy with high
randomization, which uses randomly selected mutation operators to mutate seeds at random offsets. Its strategy may ignore some
efficient mutation operators and mutation positions. ,erefore, in this paper, we propose a solution named GSA-Fuzz to improve
the efficiency of seed mutation strategy with the gravitational search algorithm (GSA). GSA-Fuzz uses GSA to learn the optimal
selection probability distributions of operators and mutation positions and designs a position-sensitive strategy to guide seed
mutation with learned distributions. Besides, GSA-Fuzz also provides a flipmode to calculate the efficiencies of the deterministic
stage and indeterministic stage and implements switching between the two stages to further improve the efficiency of seed
mutation. We compare GSA-Fuzz with the state-of-the-art fuzzers AFL, MOPT-AFL, and EcoFuzz on 10 open-source programs.
GSA-Fuzz finds 145% more paths than AFL, 66% more paths than EcoFuzz, and 43% more paths than MOPT-AFL. In addition,
GSA-Fuzz also outperforms other fuzzers in bug detection and line coverage.

1. Introduction

Mutation-based fuzzing is an efficient way to discover
software vulnerabilities. Its efficiency highly depends on seed
mutation strategies. Improving the efficiency is important;
since the more interesting seeds it generates, the more likely
it triggers bugs. In recent years, a lot of effort has been done
to promote the efficiency of fuzzing, including improving
code coverage [1–4], strengthening seed selection strategy
[5–8], and combining it with other techniques [9–12].

High randomization is one of the factors that affects the
efficiency of fuzzing. ,ere are many ways to reduce ran-
domization, and a good way is to use optimization algo-
rithms to solve the problem spontaneously. Optimization
algorithms [13, 14] can be used in various research fields,
and some recent researches have made breakthroughs

[15–18]. What they have in common is that they all use the
knowledge of optimization algorithms or machine learning
to optimize their problems.,us, optimization theories have
good implications for reducing the randomization of
fuzzing.

Popular mutation-based fuzzer AFL [19] follows such a
mutation strategy to generate seeds, which is to use ran-
domly selected operators to mutate seeds at their random
positions. It always ignores efficient operators and mutation
positions in seed mutation. ,erefore, some solutions are
proposed. In order to improve the selection of mutation
operators, MOPT [20] utilizes the PSO (particle swarm
optimization) to learn the optimal probability distribution of
operators and uses learned distribution to guide the selection
of operators. MOPT’s particle swarm model uses multiple
particles in each swarm to learn operator efficiencies, and
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each particle represents the selection probability of an op-
erator. ,erefore, MOPT can be viewed as a process of
searching for the optimal solution in a high-dimensional
space. However, it has been proven that PSO is inefficient in
exploring the optimal solution in a high-dimensional search
space, and its accuracy and efficiency are lower than some
similar algorithms such as GSA (gravitational search algo-
rithm) [21]. ,erefore, it may help AFL find efficient op-
erators more quickly by using a more suitable optimization
algorithm. In order to reduce the effect of randomness on
mutation positions, there are also some methods to improve
the efficiency of seed mutation by studying mutation po-
sitions. For instance, FairFuzz [4] uses a small number of
mutation experiments to find the key mutation positions of
seeds and keeps them from being mutated, which reduces
the fuzzing of high-frequency paths. But the identified
mutation positions are only a small part of each seed, and the
fuzzer may ignore the effects of other mutation positions.
Godefroid et al. [22] consider PDF documents as input
sequences and use the recurrent neural network (RNN) to
train a large number of input sequences to get a model that
can generate new PDF documents with high coverage.
However, the RNN scheme is just a specific solution for PDF
documents that may not apply to other kinds of inputs.

In this paper, we propose a comprehensive solution
GSA-Fuzz to improve the random scheduling scheme of
mutation operators and mutation positions. It regards the
selection of operators and mutation positions as GSA op-
timization problems. Since GSA has fast optimization speed
and outstanding effect of convergence, it can quickly find
suitable selection probability distributions of mutation op-
erators and mutation positions, and continuously optimize
them in fuzzing. Besides, GSA-Fuzz also applies a position-
sensitive strategy to systematically guide the seed mutation
and thus improves the fuzzing performance significantly.

When scheduling the selection of operators, supposing
there is an n-dimensional space, GSA-Fuzz uses some
particles to represent the probability distributions of oper-
ators. Each particle has a coordinate (x1, x2, x3, . . . , xd),
which represents the particle’s position in search space. Its
value of each dimension xi (0≤ i≤ d) represents the
probability of the i-th operator. Particles keepmoving to find
the optimal position in space, and GSA-Fuzz also provides a
flip mode to accelerate this exploration process. Also, in
scheduling the selection of mutation positions, GSA-Fuzz
divides each seed into multiple segments and every segment
has a mutation probability. ,e fuzzer regards mutation
probabilities of segments as particles to learn segment ef-
ficiencies. When GSA-Fuzz finishes optimization, the more
efficient particle will get a greater mutation probability, and
the fuzzer would mutate the corresponding segment more
frequently in later fuzzing.

In order to efficiently apply the learned distribution to
the seed mutation, GSA-Fuzz provides a position-sensitive
strategy. When executing the strategy, GSA-Fuzz first
chooses a mutation position according to the learned
mutation probabilities of segments and then uses suitable
selection probability distribution of operators to mutate
the seed.

GSA-Fuzz is implemented on top of AFL. In order to test
its performance, we evaluate it on ten open-source programs
and compare it with three state-of-the-art fuzzers AFL [19],
MOPT-AFL [20], and EcoFuzz [23]. ,e results show that
GSA-Fuzz triggers 145% more paths than AFL, 66% more
paths than EcoFuzz, and 43% more paths than MOPT-AFL.
Also, GSA-Fuzz finds 275% more crashes than AFL, 150%
more crashes than EcoFuzz, and 114% more crashes than
MOPT-AFL. In addition, the line coverage of GSA-Fuzz is
almost 20% higher than the other three fuzzers in the best case.

In summary, we have made the following contributions
to this paper:

(i) We applied GSA to learn the selection probability
distributions of mutation operators and mutation
positions and designed a new position-sensitive
strategy to guide seed mutation.

(ii) We designed a flipmode to calculate the efficiencies
of the deterministic stage and indeterministic stage
and used them to guide the switching between these
two stages.

(iii) We implemented a prototype of GSA-Fuzz and used
it to fuzz 10 open-source programs and compared it
with three state-of-the-art fuzzers. ,e results
showed that GSA-Fuzz outperformed other fuzzers.
We published our code at https://github.com/lmm-
1997/GSAFuzz.

2. Background

2.1. American Fuzzy Lop. AFL [19] is a popular mutation-
based fuzzer that uses a new type of instrumentation and
genetic algorithm to trigger program vulnerabilities. It is the
ancestor of many mutation-based fuzzers such as LibFuzzer
[24], VUzzer [25], and BFF [26]. As shown in Table 1, it has a
set of mutation operators that define how to mutate a seed.
When AFL works, it applies these operators to mutate the
seed and uses the mutated seed as an input to execute the
program under test. In terms of mutating seeds, it has two
mutation stages, and their transformation is shown in
Figure 1.

2.1.1. Deterministic. In this stage, mutation operators are
selected to mutate the seed in a fixed order. AFL determines
the mutation times of the seed according to its length, and
this stage usually needs much execution time. Besides, the
deterministic stage is only enabled once for a seed.

2.1.2. Indeterministic. ,is stage consists of the havoc step
and splice step. When the deterministic stage is skipped or is
over, AFL will run the havoc step and start to select mutation
operators to mutate the seed at random offsets until it cannot
generate a new interesting seed or the assigned mutation
times of the seed are over. Once there is no interesting seed
generated in the havoc step, AFL will start the splice step,
where it randomly breaks two seeds from the seed pool and
splices them into a new seed. ,en the fuzzer returns to the
havoc step andmutates the spliced seed. For determining the
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mutation times of the seed, it gives a score to the seed
according to its execution speed, execution depth, consumed
time of generating seeds, and so on. ,e mutation times of
the seed are determined by its score. ,e higher score a seed
gets, the more mutation times it gains.

2.2. Mutation Positions of a Seed Affect Operator Efficiencies.
In general, a seed usually has its key part that can generate
a large number of new interesting seeds. For example, the
head of a protocol seed is one of its core parts and correct
mutation at this part may trigger lots of paths for pro-
grams such as tcpdump because modifying the head of a
protocol can easily change it into another protocol. We

use AFL to count the discovered paths in different seg-
ments of seeds and evaluate the efficiencies of some op-
erators in different segments. In our testing, we divide
each seed into 5 segments to distinguish different mu-
tation positions. As shown in Figure 2, AFL discovers a
different number of paths in segments when it fuzzes sass.
For example, segment 1 finds more than 2,500 paths, while
segment 5 finds less than 1,500 paths, and the other 3
segments each find nearly 2,000 paths. It indicates that
mutation positions of seeds affect the efficiency of fuzzing.
Besides, we also study the efficiencies of operators in
different segments. Figure 3 shows the discrepancy among
operators’ contributions in different segments. Without
considering operator extra overwrite, operator clone bytes

Table 1: Defined mutation operators in AFL.

Name Type Function

BITFLIP

bitflip1/1

Randomly flip some bits of a seed

bitflip2/1
bitflip4/1
bitflip8/8
bitflip16/8
bitflip32/8

ARITHMETIC INC/
DEC

arith8/8 Perform integer addition or subtraction mutation on some bytes
of the seedarith16/8

arith32/8

INTERESTING
VALUES

interest8/8
Replace some bytes in the seed with interesting valuesinterest16/8

interest32/8

DICTIONARY STUFF user_extras(over), user_extras(insert) auto
extras(over)

Replace tokens provided by the user or detected by the system into
the seed

RANDOMLY BYTE add to byte Randomly select a byte and add or subtract a valuesubtract from byte
DELETE BYTES delete bytes Randomly delete some bytes

CLONE BYTES clone bytes Randomly clone some bytes and insert them into the seed
randomly clone some bytes

OVERWRITE BYTES overwrite bytes And overwrite them into the seed

Mutation operators are selected to
mutate seed in order, and this stage

is only execute once

deterministic Deterministic 
stage is over

Havoc: randomly 
select operators 
to mutate seeds

Splice: randomly 
select two seeds 

for splicing

indeterministic

�e two seeds are 
successfully spliced

No new paths and crashes were found 
a�er testing all seeds once

Figure 1: Two main mutation stages in AFL.
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find the most 956 paths in segment 1, which are twice as
many as other operators. In segments 2–4, its found paths
are similar to other operators. But, in segment 5, its found
paths are less than other operators. ,erefore, we believe
that mutation positions may also have different sensi-
tivities to operators.

After the above analysis, we find that mutation operators
and mutation positions both have impacts on the perfor-
mance of fuzzing. However, AFL only uses a random
scheduling scheme to treat them, which is inefficient in
generating interesting seeds.

3. Overview of GSA-Fuzz

In order to solve the existing problems, we present GSA-
Fuzz to make AFL work more efficiently. To be exact, GSA-
Fuzz improves the random scheduling scheme of AFL from
two aspects. First, it regards a seed as several segments and
uses GSA to learn the selection probability distribution of

operators and the selection probability distribution of seg-
ments. Second, it applies a position-sensitive strategy to
guide seed mutation.

In this section, we detailedly introduce GSA in Section
3.1. GSA-Fuzz models the selection of mutation operators
and mutation positions as optimization problems of par-
ticles in GSA space. It means that we establish two models
in GSA-Fuzz. Since the two models have the same
framework, we only take the optimization of operators as
an example to introduce some important concepts of GSA-
Fuzz in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. After that, we simply introduce
how GSA-Fuzz works to optimize fuzzing with GSA in
Sections 3.4 and 3.5.

3.1. Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA). GSA is a heu-
ristic algorithm based on Newton’s law of gravitation,
which is used to solve optimization problems in multi-
dimensional spaces. It assumes that there are particles in
the space and each particle represents a solution to the
optimization problem. At the end of each optimization, all
particles will move toward the optimal particle. ,e in-
teraction among particles is shown in Figure 4. We can see
4 particles in space, and the size of a particle represents its
mass. M1 receives 3 gravitational forces that come from
M2, M3, and M4, and their resultant force is F1. ,at is,
M3 has the biggest mass, so M1 tends to move to M3 rather
than moving in the directions of other particles.

GSA can be regarded as an independent mass system,
which obeys Newton’s law of gravitation and Newton’s law
of motion. To be more precise, GSA follows two rules:

(i) Law of gravitation: Each particle attracts every other
particle in space, and the gravitational force between
two particles is proportional to their masses and
inversely proportional to the distance between them

(ii) Law of motion: ,e current velocity of a particle is
equal to the sum of the part of the current velocity
and the variation between the last velocity and the
current velocity

,ere are several scientific formulas based on the two
laws (considering there are N particles in GSA space):

Xi � x
1
i , . . . , x

d
i , . . . , x

n
i , (1)

where Xi represents the position of the i-th particle in GSA
space and xd

i represents the position of the i-th particle in the
d-th dimension.

mi(t) �
fi(t) − max(f(t))

min(f(t)) − max(f(t))
, (2)

Mi(t) �
mi(t)


N
j�1 mj(t)

, (3)

where fi(t) represents fitness value of the i-th particle, mi(t)

represents the gravitational mass of the i-th particle, and
Mi(t) represents inertial mass of the i-th particle at time t.
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where Fd
ij(t) represents received gravitational force of the

i-th particle from the j-th particle in the d-th dimension
at time t, G is a gravitational constant, R is Euclidean
distance between the i-th particle and the j-th particle,
Kbest is the set of top K particles with the best fitness
values and masses, and randi is a random number be-
longs to (0, 1).

a
d
i (t) �

F
d
i (t)

Mi(t)
, (5)

where ad
i (t) is the acceleration of the i-th particle in the d-th

dimension at time t.
Based on these calculations, the positions of particles are

updated by following two rules, considering one round of
optimization as a time unit:

v
d
i (t + 1) � randi × v

d
i (t) + a

d
i (t),

x
d
i (t + 1) � x

d
i (t) + v

d
i (t + 1),

(6)

where vd
i represents the velocity of the i-th particle in the

d-th dimension.
,erefore, particles can approach the heaviest particle

after being optimized with GSA, which means that they can
move closer to the optimal position in space. Compared with
the PSO algorithm, GSA has better convergence and faster
optimization speed [21]. In addition to these two classic
optimization algorithms, some original optimization algo-
rithms also have an excellent performance like [14, 27], and
some researches scheduled by them have also been greatly
improved [15, 17, 27].

3.2. Particles. A particle in GSA-Fuzz is a probability dis-
tribution that contains the current probabilities of all op-
erators. We use a two-dimensional array position[x][d] to
represent the position of the current particle in GSA space
(each position represents a probability distribution of op-
erators) and use v[x][d] to save the current particle’s ve-
locities in all dimensions, where x is the number of particles
and d is the dimension of the space. ,e particle also has
other attributes, including mass, force, and acceleration,
which are all related to its fitness value.

3.3. Fitness Value. ,e fitness value is the core concept of
GSA; it determines the mass and inertia of the particle. In
Newton’s law of gravitation, the bigger mass one object
owns, the stronger inertia and stability it has. ,us, in GSA-
Fuzz, a particle’s fitness value is determined by its efficiency
in generating interesting seeds. ,at is, an efficient particle
will get a larger fitness value, and it also has a bigger mass
and stronger inertial. We use the following rule to calculate
the fitness value of each particle:

fi(t) �
Pi(t)

Ci(t)
, (7)

where Pi(t) and Ci(t) are the number of generated seeds of
the i-th particle and the mutation times of the i-th particle at
time t.

When fitness values of all particles are determined, their
gravitational masses (m) and inertial masses (M) can be
calculated. ,e calculations are shown in equations (2) and
(3). After each particle has an inertial mass, GSA-Fuzz can
calculate the forces and accelerations of particles in all di-
mensions. We use equations (4), (6), and (10) to update
related parameters.

F
d
i (t) � 

j!�i

randiF
d
ij. (8)

Note that in our repeated experiments, we found that the
value of Kbest has almost no effect on our learning process.
Without this parameter, the optimization process will be-
come even more unlikely to fall into the local optimum.
,us, we removed the Kbest parameter in the GSA-Fuzz.

Based on these values, the positions of particles can be
updated. More specifically, for the d-th dimension of the i-th
particle at the end of time t, we update particles’ velocities
and positions for the time t + 1 as follows:

vt+1[i][d] � randi × vt[i][d] + at[i][d],

positiont+1[i][d] � positiont[i][d] + vt+1[i][d].
(9)

3.4. Learning Selection Probability Distributions of Operators
and Segments with GSA. In learning the selection of oper-
ators, each particle represents a probability distribution of
operators. GSA-Fuzz applies each particle to guide seed
mutation and keeps evaluating particle efficiencies in gen-
erating interesting seeds. Note that the time for each particle
to guide the seed mutation is equal. Once all particles are

M4

M3

M1

M2

F12

F14

F13

F1

a1

Figure 4: Particles attract each other in GSA space [21].
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executed, GSA-Fuzz would optimize the positions of par-
ticles according to their efficiencies and use the updated
particles to guide the selection of operators in later fuzzing.
Finally, GSA-Fuzz can get the optimal probability distri-
bution of operators through the repeated learning process.

Similarly, in learning the selection of mutation positions,
GSA-Fuzz divides a seed into some segments and regards the
mutation probability of each segment as a particle. Note that
too many segments will greatly reduce the learning efficiency
of GSA, and too few segments do not reflect the discrepancy
among different mutation positions. In our experiments, we
found that the most suitable number of segments for mu-
tation is five. At the beginning of fuzzing, GSA-Fuzz uses a
uniform distribution to select mutation positions of seeds,
and it records the generated seeds of each segment. After a
period, GSA-Fuzz updates the uniform distribution with
GSA, and the segment that has generated more seeds will get
a greater mutation probability. ,e learning of segments is
also a repeated process, and it is synchronized with the
learning process of mutation operators.

3.5. Mutating Seeds with Position-Sensitive Strategy.
Mutation-based fuzzers usually follow a random scheme to
select mutation operators and mutation positions to guide
seed mutation. We have shown that both of them have
different efficiencies in generating interesting seeds in Section
2.2. In order to improve the random mutation scheme, we
design a position-sensitive strategy to improve the efficiency
of seed mutation, which may give efficient operators and
efficient mutation positions more chances for mutation.

In the strategy, GSA-Fuzz uses learned probability dis-
tributions of operators and segments to guide seedmutation.
To be precise, it selects a mutation position according to the
distribution of segments first and then applies suitable
distribution of operators to mutate the seed. ,is strategy
works most of the time in fuzzing, and we detailedly in-
troduce it in Section 4.4.

4. Implementation of GSA-Fuzz

4.1.MainFrameworkofGSA-Fuzz. As shown in Figure 5, the
main workflow of GSA-Fuzz is marked as yellow arrows.
GSA-Fuzz mainly consists of GSA initialization, GSA
fuzzing, position-sensitive fuzzing, GSA updating, and p-
segment updating modules. In these modules, the GSA
fuzzing and the position-sensitive fuzzing modules are
fuzzing parts, and the other three modules contain pa-
rameter processing. We briefly introduce the modules as
follows and introduce some modules in detail in the fol-
lowing subsections.

In general, GSA-Fuzz is a cyclic fuzzing process com-
posed of multiple modules. In the process, the GSA ini-
tialization module is only executed once and the other four
modules form a loop to optimize the selection probability
distributions of operators and segments. Note that GSA-
Fuzz is implemented in the indeterministic stage of AFL, if it
is not set to skip the deterministic stage, it will enable the flip
mode to evaluate the efficiencies of the two stages. ,e flip

mode keeps working in the GSA fuzzing module and the
position-sensitive fuzzing module. We introduce the flip
mode in detail in Section 4.5.

In order to distinguish two particle models of learning
mutation position distribution and learning operator distri-
bution, we mainly use the word “particle” in this and following
subsections to only represent the particle model of learning
operator distribution and use the word “segment” directly to
represent the particle model of learning segment distribution.

Assuming that GSA-Fuzz is set to skip the deterministic
stage, it first executes the GSA initialization module to
initialize the values of particles’ attributes. Once all particles
are initialized, GSA-Fuzz enters theGSA fuzzingmodule and
employs particles to select mutation operators to mutate
seeds in turn. Meanwhile, it evaluates the efficiencies of
particles and the efficiencies of segments in generating in-
teresting seeds. So it can get the fitness values of segments
and further use them in the p-segment updatingmodule. ,e
p-segment updating is the module to update the probability
distributions of operators and segments. ,en, GSA-Fuzz
executes the position-sensitive fuzzing module and uses the
position-sensitive strategy to guide seed mutation. After this
module, it updates the values of particles’ attributes in the
GSA updating module and returns to the GSA fuzzing
module for the next round of optimization.

4.2. GSA Initialization. GSA-Fuzz executes the GSA ini-
tialization module to initialize GSA parameters when it
starts. More specifically, it (1) sets the initial position of each
particle with a random value and normalizes all dimensions
in particles to 1, (2) sets all particles’ gravitational masses to
1, and (3) sets initial velocities of dimensions in particles to 0.
,e reason for setting the initial masses of particles to 1 and
the initial velocities of dimensions to 0 is to ensure that the
learning process of all particles is fair. ,is module is only
executed once.

4.3. GSA Fuzzing. After GSA parameters are initialized,
GSA-Fuzz executes the GSA fuzzingmodule. In this module,
the fuzzer employs particles to guide seed mutation in turn.
Meanwhile, it also calculates the fitness values of particles
and segments. In order to get these values, GSA-Fuzz rec-
ords four parameters in the module: (1) the number of
generated seeds of each particle, (2) the number of generated
seeds of each segment, (3) the mutation times of each
particle, and (4) the mutation times of each segment. Each
particle’s fitness value is calculated by (1) dividing (3), and
each segment’s fitness value is calculated by (2) dividing (4).
After GSA-fuzz gets all fitness values, it enters the p-segment
updating module to update related parameters for the po-
sition-sensitive fuzzing module.

4.4. Position-Sensitive Fuzzing. ,e Position-sensitive fuzzing
module is the core module of GSA-Fuzz. When AFL mutates
a seed, it selects operators first and then selects a mutation
position of the seed to mutate. In this module, GSA-Fuzz
selects a mutation position of the seed according to the
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learned selection probability distribution of segments first and
then selects appropriate operators for mutation.,emutation
strategy of AFL and GSA-Fuzz are shown in Table 2, and the
details of the position-sensitive strategy are shown as follows.

Figure 6 shows how the position-sensitive strategy works
to guide seed mutation. More specifically, (1) fuzzer selects a
seed from the seed pool and divides it into 5 segments, (2)
fuzzer selects a mutation position of the seed according to the
selection probability distribution of segments, and judges
which segment it belongs to, (3) fuzzer uses operator prob-
ability distribution of the segment to guide seedmutation, and
(4) fuzzer saves the interesting seed and judges if mutation
energy of the seed is over. If energy is not over, the fuzzer will
return to step (2), and if energy is over, the fuzzer will return
to step (1) and start the next loop. Note that mutation energy
is the assigned mutation times of each seed by GSA-Fuzz.

4.5. Flip Mode. GSA-Fuzz is built in the indeterministic
stage of AFL. When the deterministic stage is enabled, GSA-
Fuzz will be used only after a long time. However, the
deterministic stage is also very useful under some condi-
tions. For example, its speed of finding new paths is faster
than the indeterministic stage in some periods, and AFL has
more opportunities to trigger the potential bugs of target
programs after performing a complete deterministic stage.
In order to utilize the deterministic stage efficiently, GSA-
Fuzz keeps evaluating the efficiencies of the deterministic
stage and indeterministic stage to implement smart
switching.

When the deterministic stage is enabled, if GSA-Fuzz
fails to find a new path within a period, it will directly enter
the indeterministic stage. After a period of fuzzing, the
fuzzer backs to the deterministic stage according to the
efficiencies of the two stages. We calculate their efficiencies
by the following equations:

Edet �
Fdet

Tdet
, (10)

Eind �
Find

Tind

, (11)

where Fdet and Find represent the number of generated seeds
in the deterministic stage and indeterministic stage, respec-
tively, and Tdet and Tind represent the execution time of the
deterministic stage and indeterministic stage, respectively.

Compared with the pacemakermode ofMOPT-AFL, our
flip mode does not require users to specify the time of the
deterministic stage, and it may dynamically switch between
the two stages instead of always first executing the deter-
ministic stage and then switching to the indeterministic
stage. Also, the pacemaker mode will never reuse the de-
terministic stage once it enters the indeterministic stage.

We evaluate the flip mode in Section 5.6. It has the
following advantages:

(i) Flip mode may save a lot of time by skipping the
deterministic stage, and speed up the convergence
of GSA particles

(ii) Flip mode may accelerate GSA-Fuzz to enter the
position-sensitive fuzzing module

(iii) Flip mode evaluates the efficiencies of the determin-
istic stage and indeterministic stage in real-time and
implements a smart switching between the two stages

5. Evaluation

5.1. Experiment Configuration

5.1.1. Target Programs. We evaluate GSA-Fuzz on 10 open-
source programs. ,e reason for choosing these programs is
that most of them were evaluated by existing AFL-type

paths&&crashes

operators

distribution

GSA initialization p-segment 
updating

GSA updatingGSA fuzzing
position-sensitive

fuzzing

learn
apply

apply

learn

operators

distribution

segments

distribution

Figure 5: ,e framework of GSA-Fuzz.
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fuzzers [4, 20], and their detailed information is shown in
Table 3. All experiments are executed without dictionaries.

5.1.2. Baseline. We compare GSA-Fuzz with three AFL-type
fuzzers, AFL [19], MOPT-AFL [20], and EcoFuzz [23].

5.1.3. Platform. All the experiments are finished on a 64 bit
machine with 40 cores (Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2640 v4
2.40GHz) and 62GB RAM. ,e operating system of the

machine is Ubuntu 20.04. We fuzz all target programs for 24
hours and repeat each experiment 5 times.

5.1.4. Evaluation Metrics. Like other fuzzers [4, 20, 23], we
evaluate the performance of fuzzers using three metrics,
which are unique paths, line coverage, and unique crashes.
Besides, we also compare the CPU time that GSA-Fuzz and
MOPT-AFL consume in probability optimization. We use
afl-cov [28] to measure line coverage of target programs and
count the number of unique crashes by running crashes on
recompiled target programs with AddressSanitizer [29] and
stack hash [30].

5.2. Paths Analysis. As shown in Figure 7 and the left half of
Table 4, GSA-Fuzz outperforms the other three AFL-type
fuzzers on most target programs except nm. On libpng,
tcpdump, openssl, and infotocap, the performance of GSA-
Fuzz is better than the other three fuzzers. On pdftotext,
GSA-Fuzz finds 13689 paths, which are 134% more than
AFL, 127% more than MOPT-AFL, and 275% more than
EcoFuzz. On pdfimages and objdu-mp, the discovered paths
of GSA-Fuzz are also far ahead of the other three fuzzers.,e
reason for GSA-Fuzz has such good performance is that the
position-sensitive strategy generates more interesting seeds,
and these seeds cover more lines of the programs. On nm,

mutated 
seed

which 
segment?

set offset

select a position

s1 s2 s3

operators probability distribution
(learned by GSA)

interesting seedseed pool

mutation
selected operators

select a seed
seed

executions1 s2 s3 …

…

energy 
over?

YES

NO

probability distribution of segments

Figure 6: ,e workflow of the position-sensitive strategy in seed mutation.

Table 3: Target programs.

Target Version Format Command
Sass libsass-3.6.4 scss ./sassc @@
pngtest libpng-1.6.37 png ./pngtest @@

cxxfilt binutils-
2.35.1 txt ./cxxfilt

pdfimages xpdf-4.02 pdf ./pdfimages @@/dev/null
pdftotext xpdf-4.02 pdf ./pdftotext @@/dev/null
Server openssl-1.1.1i elf ./server

objdump binutils-
2.35.1 elf ./objdump -xsSD @@

nm-new binutils-
2.35.1 elf ./nm-new -A -a -l -S -s -C

@@
infotocap ncurses-6.2 txt ./infotocap @@

tcpdump tcpdump-
4.9.3 pcap ./tcpdump -ee -vv -nnr @@

Table 2: ,e differences in mutation strategy between AFL’s havoc stage and GSA-fuzz’s position-sensitive module.

AFL’s mutation strategy in havoc stage GSA-fuzz’s mutation strategy in position-sensitive module
(1) Select a mutation operator by a uniform distribution (1) Segment a seed

(2) Choose a mutation position according to the distribution of segments
(2) Choose a random mutation position of the seed (3) Judge which segment the position belongs to

(4) Use the operator distribution of the segment to select an operator
(3) Mutate the position with the selected operator (5) Mutate the position with the selected operator
Bold values represent that the difference between GSA-Fuzz’s position-sensitive module and AFL’s havoc stages.
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GSA-Fuzz loses to MOPT-AFL at a slight disadvantage. ,is
may be due to the fact that the selected seeds have very
uniform key information, which leads to deviations in the
learned mutation probabilities of segments. Since the

discrepancy between the discovered paths of GSA-Fuzz and
MOPT-AFL is tiny and the performance of GSA-Fuzz is
superior to MOPT-AFL on other programs, we can still
believe that GSA-Fuzz is the more effective one.
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Figure 7: Average paths that AFL, MOPT-AFL, EcoFuzz, and GSA-Fuzz found over 5 runs in 24 hours.
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Furthermore, we can also find that GSA-Fuzz has the fastest
speed of discovering paths in the first five hours, and this is
because GSA-Fuzz can quickly cover all parts of a seed. Once
a certain part of the seed has been mutated many times, the
efficiency of GSA-Fuzz in discovering new paths will become
lower. ,erefore, GSA-Fuzz has the best performance in the
first few hours of fuzzing, and its efficiency gradually de-
creases afterward.

5.3. Coverage Analysis. GSA-Fuzz also shows its good
performance in line coverage. From the right half of Table 4,
we can find that GSA-Fuzz has higher line coverages onmost
target programs. For instance, GSA-Fuzz covers 22.44% of
lines in cxxfilt while AFL covers 18.61%, MOPT-AFL covers
18.75%, and EcoFuzz covers 18.63%. On objdump, GSA-
fuzz has 21.42% line coverage, which is more than 19.14% of
AFL, 19% of MOPT-AFL, and 19.92% of EcoFuzz. On
pdfimages, tcpdump, and pdftotext, GSA-Fuzz also has an
obvious advantage compared with the other fuzzers. ,e
reason is that GSA-Fuzz generates much more interesting
seeds than the other three fuzzers on these three programs.
On infotocap, openssl, and sass, GSA-Fuzz has a similar
performance to AFL, MOPT-AFL, and EcoFuzz. On nm,
GSA-Fuzz loses toMOPT-AFL because it has not learned the
optimal selection probability distributions of segments in
two runs. On libpng, GSA-Fuzz generates more interesting
seeds than MOPT-AFL, but its coverage is still lower than
MOPT-AFL. ,e reason is that MOPT-AFL generates some
seeds that trigger rare branches of libpng. Although GSA-
Fuzz finds more paths, it does not detect a new search space
of libpng.

5.4. Vulnerabilities Analysis. We test the performance of
fuzzers in discovering vulnerabilities, and the results show
that fuzzers do not find a vulnerability in most cases for 24
hours. But, in the programs that trigger vulnerabilities, GSA-
Fuzz has the best performance. As shown in Table 4, GSA-
Fuzz finds 15 vulnerabilities on pdfimages, pdftotext, and
sass, while AFL finds 4 vulnerabilities, MOPT-AFL finds 7
vulnerabilities and EcoFuzz finds 6 vulnerabilities. Among
the 15 vulnerabilities that are triggered by GSA-Fuzz, there
are 9 stack-overflows, as well as 3 memory leaks and 3
SEGVs. In detail, there are 3 and 2 stack-overflows in

pdftotext and sass, respectively, and 4 stack-overflows in
pdfimages. Besides, GSA-Fuzz triggers each 1 memory leak
and each 1 SEGV in pdftotext and pdfimages, and it also
triggers 2 SEGVs in sass. Compared with GSA-Fuzz, the
vulnerabilities triggered by AFL, MOPT-AFL, and EcoFuzz
in pdfimages and pdftotext are all included in the triggered
vulnerabilities of GSA-Fuzz. On sass, there are only MOPT-
AFL and GSA-Fuzz trigger vulnerabilities, and GSA-Fuzz
triggers more vulnerabilities than MOPT-AFL.

We take sass as an example to introduce discovered
vulnerabilities in detail. In sass, GSA-Fuzz triggers 4 vul-
nerabilities, which are 2 stack-overflows and 2 SEGVs. For 2
stack-overflows, one occurs in the has_real_parent_ref ()
method online 363 of src/selectors.cpp, and other one occurs
in the has_real_parent_ref () method online 549 of src/
selectors.cpp. ,is method is in a deep recursion, and the
frequent pushing of parameters is the cause of the vulner-
abilities. Between 2 SEGVs, one SEGV occurs in the src/
ast.hpp, and it is caused by a read memory access. ,e other
SEGV is triggered by accessing an invalid address in src/
erreor_handling.hpp.

In summary, for both crash type and crash number, the
performance of GSA-Fuzz is better than AFL, MOPT-AFL,
and EcoFuzz.

5.5. Statistical Analysis. In order to ensure the evaluation is
comprehensive, we conduct a statistical analysis of our
experiments. We use the p value to measure the difference
between GSA-Fuzz and other fuzzers. As shown in Table 5,
p1, p2, and p3 represent the difference between GSA-Fuzz
with AFL, MOPT-AFL, and EcoFuzz. In Table 5, on total
paths, p1 is smaller than 0.01 in all evaluations, which in-
dicates that the found paths of GSA-Fuzz and AFL differ
significantly. ,en p2 is almost all less than 0.05 except on
infotocap, nm, and tcpdump, which means there is no
significant difference between the found paths of GSA-Fuzz
and MOPT-AFL on these three evaluations. Furthermore,
p3 is also smaller than 0.05 except on nm and tcpdump,
indicating that GSA-Fuzz triggers almost the same paths as
EcoFuzz on nm and tcpdump. Online coverage, both p1 and
p3 are smaller than 0.05, which proves that GSA-Fuzz
outperforms AFL and EcoFuzz. In most evaluations, p2 is
smaller than 0.05 but not on libpng and nm, indicating that

Table 4: ,e average of three evaluation metrics on 10 target programs.

Targets
Paths/unique crashes Line coverage

AFL MOPT-AFL EcoFuzz GSA-Fuzz AFL (%) MOPT-AFL (%) EcoFuzz (%) GSA-Fuzz (%)
cxxfilt 6,709/0 7,742/0/ 5,674/0 8,498/0 18.61 18.75 18.63 22.44
infotocap 2,851/0 4,794/0 4,759/0 5,458/0 4.94 5.18 5.27 5.28
libpng 1,180/0 1,584/0 1,563/0 1,807/0 68.02 69.04 68.30 68.66
nm 3,344/0 11,813/0 11,740/0 11,488/0 40.62 41.82 41.06 41.54
objdump 3,544/0 3,308/0 6,260/0 13,219/0 42.0 41.8 41.9 45.8
openssl 1,357/0 1,755/0 1,867/0 2,027/0 23.60 24.25 24.16 24.53
pdfimages 5,851/2 6,801/3 42,16/4 13,588/6 17.85 16.92 15.58 21.33
pdftotext 5,842/2 6,023/2 3,647/2 13,689/5 19.14 19.00 17.92 21.42
sass 7,150/0 18,216/2 11,211/0 21,881/4 43.89 51.15 41.28 51.76
tcpdump 4,330/0 10,413/0 11,266/0 11,822/0 15.99 26.60 23.43 27.05
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the performance of GSA-Fuzz is similar to MOPT-AFL on
libpng and nm, and its performance is superior to MOPT-
AFL on other evaluations.

In summary, the performance of AFL is steadily lower
than GSA-Fuzz. ,en MOPT-AFL performs as well as GSA-
Fuzz in discovering paths on some programs such as
infotocap and nm, and its performance of line coverage
corresponds with its discovered paths. Finally, EcoFuzz finds
many paths in some programs such as nm and openssl, but
its line coverage is generally low in most programs.

5.6. Efficiencies of the Deterministic Stage and Indeterministic
Stage in Flip Mode. In flip mode, GSA-Fuzz switches be-
tween the deterministic stage and indeterministic stage
according to their efficiencies in triggering new paths. Be-
cause GSA-Fuzz enables the deterministic stage, it executes
this stage first. If GSA-Fuzz does not find a new path or a
crash within a specified time, it will automatically enter the
indeterministic stage. We test the efficiencies of the deter-
ministic stage and indeterministic stage in the same period
on libpng. As shown in Figure 8, the efficiency of the de-
terministic stage is higher in five of the 12 periods than in the
indeterministic stage, and its efficiency is lower in the other 7
periods. In real-world testing, for programs with many
execution paths such as tcpdump, GSA-Fuzz may execute

the switching less than three times in 24 hours. For programs
with few execution paths such as libpng, GSA-Fuzz may
finish the switching more than three times.,e reason is that
the efficiency of the indeterministic stage is always higher
than the deterministic stage in complex programs. ,ere-
fore, we can see that it is reasonable to automatically switch
between the two stages for better efficiency.

5.7. Efficiency of Learning Selection Probability Distribution of
Operators. In order to verify the effectiveness of GSA in
optimizing the selection probability distribution of opera-
tors, we compare GSA-Fuzz with MOPT-AFL in probability
optimization. Note that GSA-Fuzz here is its test version
GSA-Fuzz (only-GSA), which only uses GSA to schedule the
selection of operators, and skips the position-sensitive
fuzzing module. We test 2 programs for 4 hours and show
the results in Table 6. In order to more intuitively reflect the
changes in operator probabilities, we only list the initial
probabilities of 6 operators and their optimized probabilities
after the fuzzer has been running for 4 hours.

Because MOPT-AFL and GSA-Fuzz initialize the oper-
ator probabilities with random values, there are differences in
initial operator probabilities. However, these will not affect
the optimization of operator probabilities. As shown in Ta-
ble 6, on sass, GSA-Fuzz executes 22 rounds of probability
optimization, which means GSA-Fuzz has learned operator
probabilities 22 times with GSA in 4 hours. Meanwhile,
MOPT-AFL executes 13 rounds of optimization. On
tcpdump, GSA-Fuzz executes 28 rounds of optimization
while MOPT-AFL executes 23 rounds. ,ese show that GSA-
Fuzz can learn probability faster than MOPT-AFL. We can
also notice that there is a big difference between the learned
operator probabilities of GSA-Fuzz and MOPT-AFL at the
4th hour. ,is is because the period of first 4 hours is the
preliminary stage of probability learning. When increasing
the time of probability learning, the learned operator prob-
abilities of GSA-Fuzz andMOPT-AFL will eventually become
stable. Moreover, it is observed that GSA-Fuzz finds 9,534
paths in sass and 6,558 paths in tcpdump by applying learned
operator probabilities while MOPT-AFL finds 9,023 paths in
sass and 6,330 paths in tcpdump. ,ese indicate that the
learned operator probabilities of GSA-Fuzz may be closer to
the true optimal operator probabilities than MOPT-AFL’s.

Table 5: ,e p value in each evaluation.

Targets
Total paths Line coverage

p1 p2 p3 p1 p2 p3
cxxfilt 2.1∗ 10− 3 4.4∗ 10− 2 2.8∗ 10− 5 3.5∗ 10− 5 7.0∗ 10− 2 3.1∗ 10− 3

infotocap 2.6∗ 10− 3 3.0∗ 10− 1 3.2∗ 10− 2 1.4∗ 10− 2 3.1∗ 10− 2 2.5∗ 10− 2

libpng 2.9∗ 10− 5 7.8∗ 10− 4 2.6∗ 10− 2 4.0∗ 10− 2 1.3∗ 10− 1 8.4∗ 10− 4

nm 2.7∗ 10− 5 2.9∗ 10− 1 5.7∗ 10− 1 8.5∗ 10− 3 3.6∗ 10− 1 2.7∗ 10− 2

objdump 9.7∗ 10− 4 1.0∗ 10− 3 4.1∗ 10− 2 2.6∗ 10− 6 2.1∗ 10− 6 5.7∗ 10− 3

openssl 3.1∗ 10− 5 8.5∗ 10− 3 4.1∗ 10− 1 4.1∗ 10− 4 2.5∗ 10− 2 4.9∗ 10− 2

pdfimages 7.0∗ 10− 4 1.7∗ 10− 3 5.3∗ 10− 5 4.5∗ 10− 3 5.7∗ 10− 3 2.4∗ 10− 4

pdftotext 1.6∗ 10− 4 1.8∗ 10− 4 1.3∗ 10− 4 8.7∗ 10− 4 8.4∗ 10− 4 3.3∗ 10− 4

sass 1.2∗ 10− 6 3.4∗ 10− 2 3.9∗ 10− 4 2.3∗ 10− 7 8.1∗ 10− 3 5.7∗ 10− 4

tcpdump 1.7∗ 10− 3 4.7∗ 10− 1 4.1∗ 10− 1 6.2∗ 10− 5 1.2∗ 10− 1 1.5∗ 10− 2
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Figure 8: Efficiencies of the deterministic stage and indeterministic
stage vary over time.
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5.8. Convergence Studies of MOPT-AFL and GSA-Fuzz. In
order to more intuitively reflect the difference between
MOPT-AFL and GSA-Fuzz in learning the probability
distribution of operators, we count the optimization times of
each case and record the optimized probability distribution
of operators in each optimization. Although there are more
than a dozen mutation operators in AFL, their optimization
processes are similar. ,erefore, we only select operator
bitflip1/1 to show its convergence study.

As shown in Figure 9, on one hand, fuzzers have different
execution speeds in various programs, and the optimization
times (the times of learning optimal selection probability
distribution of operators) will also have a difference. For
instance, on openssl, pdftotext, and pdfimages, both GSA-
Fuzz and MOPT-AFL execute a few times of optimization
and the probability of bitflip1/1 only has a slight change
while not in other cases. On the other hand, MOPT-AFL has
a more fluctuating learning process (such as cxxfilt and
infotocap), and its range of probability variation is larger
than GSA-Fuzz. On the contrary, GSA-Fuzz has a more
detailed exploration process, which makes it work more
stably by using a probability distribution that is close to the
current optimal probability distribution.

5.9. CPU Time Comparaison between MOPT-AFL and GSA-
Fuzz in Optimizing the Probability Distribution of Operators.
We further compare the performance of MOPT-AFL and
GSA-Fuzz in terms of CPU time consumption. In this
subsection, each case has been tested for 4 hours and their
consumed CPU time in optimization of probability distri-
bution was recorded. Table 7 shows that the consumed CPU
time of GSA-Fuzz is slightly more than MOPT-AFL in all
cases.,is is because GSA-Fuzz executed more optimization
times than MOPT-AFL and it has more computations in
each optimization. However, due to the magnitude of
consumed CPU time being only in microseconds (106 s) for
each optimization, the extra overhead in optimization has
nearly no effect on the performance of GSA-Fuzz.

5.10. Efficiency of Learning Selection Probability Distribution
of Positions. As shown in Section 2.2, mutation positions

have different efficiencies in generating interesting seeds.
,erefore, we use GSA to learn the selection probability
distribution of mutation positions, and GSA-Fuzz gives
more chances to the efficient parts in later fuzzing. In
contrast, we compare GSA-Fuzz to itself that disenables
position learning.

,e results are shown in Table 8 and Figure 10. From
Table 8, GSA-Fuzz changes mutation probabilities of seg-
ments when it enables position learning, which means that
GSA-Fuzz has learned themutation positions that are suitable
to mutate. For instance, in sass, GSA-Fuzz has learned that
segment 5 is more suitable to generate seeds, and its mutation
probability increased by nearly 0.24. In tcpdump, the mu-
tation probabilities of segment 1 and segment 2 increased by
nearly 0.2 and 0.1, respectively. After applying the learned
distribution to guide the seed mutation, the discovered paths
of GSA-Fuzz are also increased. As shown in Figure 10, the
discovered paths increased 5% on sass and 8% on tcpdump
when GSA-Fuzz enables position learning. From the exper-
iments, we can see that GSA-Fuzz brings benefits to fuzzing
through learning mutation positions. ,erefore, it is mean-
ingful to give more fuzzing chances to the core parts of seeds.

5.11. Skip-Deterministic Experiments. In this subsection, we
run skip-deterministic experiments to further verify the
performance of GSA-Fuzz. In the experiments, AFL,MOPT-
AFL, and GSA-Fuzz are all set to skip the deterministic stage.
We use AFL (-d), MOPT (-d), and GSA-Fuzz (-d) to rep-
resent fuzzers that are set to skip the deterministic stage.,e
environment settings are the same as in Section 5.1.

,e results are shown in Table 9, from which we can
see that GSA-Fuzz’s performance in finding paths is better
than MOPT-AFL (-d) and AFL (-d). For instance, GSA-
Fuzz (-d) finds averaged 21494 paths over five runs in sass,
which are 11% more than MOPT-AFL (-d) and AFL (-d).
In pdfimages, GSA-Fuzz finds 14005 paths while MOPT-
AFL finds 12751 paths and AFL (-d) finds 12439 paths.
Both two comparison experiments demonstrate that GSA-
Fuzz (-d) can work more efficiently than AFL (-d) and
MOPT-AFL (-d). In conclusion, the learning of operators
and mutation positions can truly improve the perfor-
mance of fuzzing.

Table 6: 4-hour optimization of operator probabilities in GSA-Fuzz and MOPT-AFL.

Target Fuzzer Total
paths Round P (op1) P (op2) P (op3) P (op4) P (op5) P (op6)

sass MOPT-AFL 9023
Initial 0.05598028 0.05894883 0.06759142 0.04992040 0.05076231 0.06495813

13th (at the 4th
hour) 0.04769217 0.04805608 0.04505965 0.02786796 0.03500074 0.03858628

sass GSA-Fuzz(only-
GSA) 9534

Initial 0.06469484 0.05510837 0.04111614 0.07399413 0.04763995 0.02720640
22th (at the 4th

hour) 0.06606950 0.04685606 0.04810734 0.06218584 0.04928828 0.04485260

tcpdump MOPT-AFL 6330
Initial 0.06531494 0.03806765 0.05559310 0.05916312 0.08056653 0.06429057

23th (at the 4th
hour) 0.04539392 0.03002448 0.03649274 0.04031799 0.05268548 0.04458380

tcpdump GSA-Fuzz(only-
GSA) 6558

Initial 0.07699334 0.08450678 0.06903984 0.07498587 0.01667453 0.02720640
28th (at the 4th

hour) 0.07331001 0.05669671 0.07097238 0.06373888 0.04904132 0.04360007
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6. Related Work

6.1. Two Main Types of Fuzzing. In generating interesting
seeds, there are mainly two types of fuzzing, which are
generation-based fuzzing and mutation-based fuzzing.

Generation-based fuzzing. ,is type of fuzzing
usually needs sufficient knowledge of the seed format

[31–33]. It usually predefines a seed configuration file,
and all newly generated seeds are based on the config-
uration file. Without a concise document, it would be a
very difficult task for fuzzers to analyze the seed and
generate the seed configuration file. For example, Skyfire
[34] uses the knowledge in existing samples to generate
seed inputs with good distribution. GRIMOIRE [35]
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Figure 9: Convergence study of bitflip1/1 in each case: (a) cxxfilt, (b) infotocap, (c) infotocap, (d) nm, (e) objdump, (f) openssl, (g) pdfimages,
(h) pdftotext, (i) sass, and (j) tcpdump.
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uses grammar inference to generate highly structured
seeds.

Mutation-based fuzzing. Mutation-based fuzzing does
not need to know the structure of the file in advance, and they
are widely studied by researchers [19, 24, 25, 36, 37]. AFL-Fast

[1] is a classic improvement fuzzer of AFL. It introduces the
Markov Chain model to distribute higher energy to the low-
frequency paths, which improves the performance of AFL.
EcoFuzz [23] carries out deeper research on the energy
distribution of seeds and proposes a variant of the Adversarial
Multi-Armed Bandit model to make promotion. Aiming at
improving code coverage, Zhu proposed CSI-Fuzz [38],
which greatly reduces path collisions. ,ere are also solutions
combined with other technologies (e.g. symbolic execution
[10, 39, 40], machine learning [22], reinforcement learning
[41], taint tracking [42, 43], etc.) to improve the efficiency of
fuzzing [11, 12, 35, 44–47].

6.2.MutationStrategies inFuzzing. We present GSA-Fuzz in
this paper, which is to generate high-quality seeds by guiding
the seed mutation with the GSA scheduling scheme. MOPT
[20] is a novel fuzzer that focuses on improving seed mu-
tation in scheduling the selection of mutation operators, and
it applies the PSO algorithm to learn the operator proba-
bilities for different programs. However, it has been proven
that the PSO algorithm does not perform well in exploring
the optimal solution in high-dimensional space [21], and this
causes MOPT to spend much time learning the operator
probabilities. Compared with MOPT, our GSA-Fuzz divides
a seed into multiple segments and applies GSA to optimize
operator probabilities in each segment. In learning operator
probabilities, GSA-Fuzz can learn faster than MOPT-AFL.

FairFuzz [4] marks the core parts of the seed according to
specific conditions and keeps these key parts from being
mutated. ,is strategy can reduce the fuzzing of high-fre-
quency paths. However, its efficiency highly depends on the
specific conditions, and it does not consider the whole seed.
Unlike FairFuzz, GSA-Fuzz lifts the restriction, and it regards
a seed as five parts rather than marking some small parts of
the seed. When GSA-Fuzz conducts a seed mutation, it will

Table 7: ,e consumed CPU time (in seconds) of MOPT-AFL and GSA-Fuzz in optimization of probability distribution (4-hour runs).

Target MOPT-AFL GSA-Fuzz
cxxfilt 1.08∗ 10− 4 3.12∗ 10− 4

infotocap 7.00∗ 10− 5 1.35∗ 10− 4

libpng 7.5∗ 10− 5 1.72∗ 10− 4

openssl 1.4∗ 10− 5 4.7∗ 10− 5

nm 5.3∗ 10− 5 1.11∗ 10− 4

objdump 3.4∗ 10− 5 1.14∗ 10− 4

pdfimages 1.1∗ 10− 5 2.1∗ 10− 5

pdftotext 6∗ 10− 6 2.2∗ 10− 5

sass 3.7∗ 10− 5 1.35∗ 10− 4

tcpdump 8.7∗ 10− 5 2.19∗ 10− 4

Table 8: ,e example of 24-hour position learning in one of five runs.

Target Fuzzer Enable position learning P (segment1) P (segment2) P (segment3) P (segment4) P (segment5)

sass GSA-Fuzz N 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Y 0.06 0.11 0.15 0.24 0.44

tcpdump GSA-Fuzz N 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Y 0.38 0.30 0.13 0.12 0.07

GSA-Fuzz learned the probability of each segment.
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Figure 10: Averaged paths that GSA-Fuzz has found with enabling
position learning and disenabling position learning over 5 runs in
24 hours.

Table 9: ,e performance of AFL, MOPT-AFL, and GSA-Fuzz in
skip-deterministic experiments when fuzzing sass.

Target Fuzzer Total paths

sass
AFL (-d) 19105

MOPT-AFL (-d) 19391
GSA-Fuzz (-d) 21494

pdfimages
AFL (-d) 12439

MOPT-AFL (-d) 12751
GSA-Fuzz (-d) 14005
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mutate each part differently. Godefroid et al. [22] consider a
seed input as continuous input sequences and use RNN to
generate new seed inputs. But this scheme is just designed for
seed input of PDF format while GSA-Fuzz is a general so-
lution for the seed of all formats. Other fuzzers such as
AFLSmart [48] require users to provide prior knowledge to
keep the attribute of the seed format unchanged. In order to
get prior knowledge of seed format, users may need to search
for lots of initial seeds and analyze them, which is difficult to
fuzz real-world programs. In contrast, GSA-Fuzz does not
require any prior knowledge and can be used conveniently.

6.3. Seed Selection Strategies in Fuzzing. Our GSA scheme
can also combine with seed selection strategies because it can
produce many high-quality seeds for fuzzers. ,erefore, we
summarize some related seed selection strategies.

Generally speaking, the efficiency of fuzzing is related to
the quality of the provided initial seeds. In order to improve
the quality of initial seeds, some solutions include selecting
the initial seeds from a large number of candidate seeds [8]
or generating high-quality seeds by processing high-struc-
tured seeds [34]. Besides, some researchers also design their
standards to select seeds for mutation. For example, AFL-
Fast [1] and VUzzer [25] prefer to choose the seed with a low
frequency for mutation. DeepFuzzer [7] has a statistical seed
selection algorithm that is used to judge the quality of seeds,
and CEREBRO [6] uses an online multi-objective-based
algorithm to evaluate the quality of seeds.

7. Conclusion

Popular mutation-based fuzzers such as AFL follow a random
seed mutation strategy, which is inefficient in handling mu-
tation operators and mutation positions of a seed. ,erefore,
in this paper, we presented GSA-Fuzz to overcome the issue.
GSA-Fuzz uses the Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) to
learn the selection probability distributions of mutation op-
erators and mutation positions. It can quickly find efficient
operators and seed mutation positions and use them to guide
the mutation in real time, which greatly improves the mu-
tation efficiency of AFL. In addition, GSA-Fuzz manages
AFL’s two mutation stages more rationally through the
provided flip mode. Our testing of GSA-Fuzz on 10 open-
source programs showed that GSA-Fuzz found more paths
and unique crashes, and had a higher line coverage in most
cases, compared with three state-of-the-art fuzzers, AFL,
MOPT-AFL, and EcoFuzz. We also conducted a systematic
analysis of all experiments and proved the rationality and
practicality of GSA-Fuzz. Overall, GSA-Fuzz can significantly
improve the efficiency of seed mutation in AFL, and its GSA
schememay also give benefits to othermutation-based fuzzers.
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